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	Learn how to sell online. Real-world case studies and market insights from the world's largest brands reveal what the best brands are doing right to win online. Gain knowledge of best practices that enable brands and retailers to survive and thrive in the dynamic, fast-paced, and highly competitive world of e-commerce.





	Leveraging his first-hand knowledge as founder and CEO of Content Analytics, serial entrepreneur and author David Feinleib examines the threats and immense opportunity facing today’s most valuable brands. He demonstrates how brands that want to succeed in the fiercely competitive environment of e-commerce must understand and embrace the four key elements that control how much is sold and by whom: algorithms, content, convenience, and execution.





	What You'll Learn






	Learn the best practices in e-commerce of the world's leading brands and how to:

	
			
				Make the transition from selling in-store to selling (and winning) online
	
				Conduct online brand audits to pinpoint opportunities for improvement
	
				Increase brand equity through high-quality content
	
				Maximize onine sales by understanding the key metrics you need to measure and optimize


		
			Who This Book Is For

	








	
		Brand managers, shopper marketing professionals, e-commerce managers, and sales professionals at brands and manufacturers; buyers, category managers, and merchants at retailers; and agency and search engine marketing professionals looking to develop expertise in e-commerce so they can expand the work they do with their brand and retailer clients
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A Programmer's Guide to ADO .NET in C#Apress, 2002
This is the book on ADO.NET. ADO.NET is the latest database technology from
Microsoft and represents the most powerful way to manipulate a database to date. A
Programmer's Guide to ADO.NET in C# begins by taking readers through an overview of
C# and then delves into ADO.NET. Author Mahesh Chand provides details on each of
the...
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Hidden Unity in Nature's LawsCambridge University Press, 2001
One of the paradoxes of the physical sciences is that as our knowledge has progressed, more and more diverse physical phenomena can be explained in terms of fewer underlying laws, or principles. In Hidden Unity, eminent physicist John Taylor puts many of these findings into historical perspective and documents how progress is made when unexpected,...
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Information Assurance: Dependability and Security in Networked Systems (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
In todays fast paced, infocentric environment, professionals increasingly rely on networked information technology to do business. Unfortunately, with the advent of such technology came new and complex problems that continue to threaten the availability, integrity, and confidentiality of our electronic information. It is therefore absolutely...
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Statistics for Six Sigma Made EasyMcGraw-Hill, 2004
So you’re ready to improve your processes and products and satisfy your  customers through Six Sigma—but you’re not looking forward to navigating  complicated statistics in order to get results. Now, Warren Brussee, a veteran  Six Sigma manager who helped his teams generate millions of dollars in savings,  explains how to use...
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Eclipse AspectJ: Aspect-Oriented Programming with AspectJ and the Eclipse AspectJ Development ToolsAddison Wesley, 2004
Eclipse AspectJ: Aspect-Oriented Programming with AspectJ and the Eclipse AspectJ Development Tools

AspectJ: Now every Java developer can leverage the immense power of AOP

With AspectJ, Java developers can...
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Theories, Methods and Numerical Technology of Sheet Metal Cold and Hot Forming: Analysis, Simulation and Engineering ApplicationsSpringer, 2012

	Over the last 15 years, the application of innovative steel concepts in the automotive industry has increased steadily. Numerical simulation technology of hot forming of high-strength steel allows engineers to modify the formability of hot forming steel metals and to optimize die design schemes. Theories, Methods and Numerical Technology...
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